TECHNICAL
BULLETIN
This bulletin is available to selected partners on a confidential basis. The bulletin will advise you of all
known changes since the last update. Program Version is F59A. Note that this bulletin contains details of
changes since last Technical Bulletin, entries flagged as (V6) also applied to the older V6 program version.
Important Note—these programs will not run without a security file registration number 70xxxx. Also
remember that if using new Word / Mail links that Outlook and Word must be closed, as well as Datafile,
before updating programs.
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May 2017

Number Application Description
9501

Sales/
Purchase

Scanning in Direct Transaction Entry
If scanner offline during scan processing the system would report an
ETWAIN error. Will now continue to report an error but exit without the
exception error.

9502

Automatic Payments / Update to Nominal
The Automatic Payment Generation options didn’t allow the ability to
update the payments to nominal as part of the real-time updating
parameters (allowing for the payments to be updated in summary for bank
reconciliation). Option now added to the P/L Application User Facilities to
update these payments as required.

9503

Prompt Payment Discount / No VAT
If purchase invoice didn’t include any VAT then if edited the PPD value the
system didn’t apply the rounding value checks against the header and
analysis transactions. Also updated for Invoicer / POP. (V6)

9504

CIS Submissions
If submitting CIS Returns to HMRC then the difference in string handling
between V7 and 2017 would mean that the system would report an error
in the validation process for date items.

9505

Stock
Control

Supplier Accounts—Locks on PLA Database
When updating stock records the system uses the PLA as a lookup for the
supplier account entry but didn’t place a U-Usage lock on the database.

9506

Payroll

Earlier Year Update
Changes have been made to the Earlier Year Update for 16-17 to remove
the references to ECON/SCON references. (V6)
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9507

Payroll

Company Pension and the UEL
If pension contributions set to be calculated on earnings up to the UEL
this limitation was not applied (V6)

9508

Order
Invoice Production—Sales Account Alerts
Processing When an SOP Invoice updates the account it first updates the account
balance and then reduces the outstanding order value. If an email alert
configured on the sales ledger comparing credit limit against balance plus
outstanding orders then the alert could be triggered incorrectly due to
this two pass update. Now changed to check for alert trigger after second
update.

9509

User Accumulation Items
If set to accumulate a calculated value based on the order quantity to the
SOH (such as O/S Delivery) then if set to default the order quantity to ‘1’
for new lines the accumulated value was the variance from 1. (V6)

9510

Bill of
Materials

Works Order Generation from Sales Orders
If the assembly specification contained Operation entries the system
didn’t update the operation items on the Order Header when creating
works orders from sales orders (V6)

9511

ProFiler

Screen Action Edit Pick
If rapidly move up/down pick list then the edit pick entry could get out of
synch with the highlighted record.

9512

General

Document Layouts—Image Print
Some printers do not support the standard StrechDraw commands when
inserting images and would then show a border on an inserted jpeg. An
alternative method for inserting images now deployed.

9513

Landing Grid Updates
If the Find panel displayed on a landing grid was possible to get a
TypeCast error on return from a grid action.
The individual user settings for the landing grid are saved in a definition
file based on the user name. If the user name contained characters that
are invalid for a file name then could report an error on display.
The Formulae builder options now offers auto-complete on entry of data
item names and allows for Boolean fields (Y/N) to be tested as True/False.
The Action Panel will now support direct calls to the Databases on
Desktop (Alt+B) and Database Plus (Alt+Y) actions.
If the landing page included a calculated field forced to 4dp then the value
displayed to 2dp incorrectly.
Filter options now no longer case sensitive.
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9514

General

Spool Files—Access for Other Users
If current user is authority level 0 then when access Spooled Reports
prompted for the user to view. If enter a user id ending in a number then
the system could report that user not found incorrectly.

9515

Company Selection
If typed the company code value in when use the Alt+O Company
Selection option the system would focus on the entry within the grid but
not auto-select requiring you to select from the grid (also change for
ProFiler application selection).

9516

Clearing SYSXML.DAT
Options to clear the SYSXML file and associated communication XMLs
would clear the polling messages but not the SYSXML log file itself—will
now clear the log file also (V6)

9517

Sign On

9518

9519

Hide User Id
The option to hide the user-id when entering wasn’t applied to the new
sign-on screen.
Maximum User Id / Password Length
On sign-on the system didn’t restrict the characters that could be entered
based on the maximum allowed (6 and 10 characters respectively)

Manager

Document Design Default Fonts
The ribbon didn’t allow access to the Default Font settings for the
document header area.
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